The effect of intravitreal ranibizumab injection on visual acuity and central macular thickness in subgroups with neovascular age-related macular degeneration
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we assessed the effect of at least three intraocular ranibizumab injections, which were performed for the treatment of subfoveal choroidal neovascularization (CNV) secondary to neovascular age related macular degeneration (AMD), on best corrected visual acuity (VA) and central macular thickness (CMT) in 89 patients who were classified by the component of lesion. Fluorescein angiography was performed and CNV have been classified in classic, occult or mixt (classic+occult) type. Best corrected VA was measured by Snellen card and was recorded in logMAR-logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution values. CMT was measured by optical coherence tomography. While CMT decreased significantly in patients with classic, mixt or occult type lesion (p=0.000; 0.011; 0.004, respectively), the increase in VA was detected only in patients with classic type lesion (p=0.001). A positive significant correlation between the decrease in CMT and the decrease in VA (logMAR) was reported only in the patients with occult type lesion (p=0.03). In conclusion, the anatomical improvement, that is seen as a result of the treatment of AMD with intravitreal ranibizumab injection, is not associated with the increase in visual acuity in all types of CNV.
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1. Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most common cause of legal blindness of 65 and over age group. Neovascular AMD forms the 10 percent of the AMD and is responsible for 90 percent of the legal blindness (Ferris et al., 1984; Bird et al., 1995).

In most of the cases, choroidal neovascularization (CNV) is located under the fovea (subfoveal) (Arias et al., 2009). At present, there are alternative treatment methods for subfoveal CNV such as photodynamic treatment (PDT) with verteporfin, intravitreal steroid or anti vascular endothelial growth factors (anti-VEGF; macugen, bevacizumab or ranibizumab) injection.

Ranibizumab (Lucentis, Genentech Inc. South San Francisco, CA) is a recombinant, humanized monoclonal antibody fragment that inhibits all VEGF-A isoforms and was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of neovascular AMD in June 2006 (Parra-vano et al., 2010).

In our study, we assessed the effects of at least three intraocular ranibizumab injections, performed for the treatment of subfoveal choroidal neovascularization, on best corrected visual acuity and central macular thickness in patients who were classified by the component of lesion.

2. Materials and methods

We reviewed retrospectively, the cards of patients with neovascular AMD treated with intravitreal ranibizumab injections at Ondokuz Mayis University, Department of Ophthalmology, from Feb 2009 to June 2011. We included 89 eyes of 89 patients, who underwent three consecutive injections of ranibizumab at monthly intervals.

At baseline, best corrected visual acuity (VA) was measured by Snellen card and was recorded in logMAR-logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution values. Fluorescein angiography (FA, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) was performed and CNV have been classified in classic, occult or mixt (classic+occult) type. Central macular thickness (CMT)
was measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT, Stratus OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany). The patients were subclassified according to the CNV type.

Intravitreal ranibizumab injections were performed in the office under sterile conditions. After topical anesthesia, the lids and ocular surface were disinfected with 5% povidone iodine. An eye speculum was placed in the eye. Intravitreal injections of 0.5 mg / 0.05 mL ranibizumab were performed 4 mm behind the limbus in the temporal quadrant with a 27-gauge needle. Antibiotic ointment was placed on the eye after the injection. Topical drops of levofloxacin were prescribed 4 times a day for one week. Injections were repeated at first and second months.

After three consecutive injections of ranibizumab, the decision of new injection was given if there was angiographic leakage or subretinal fluid on OCT scans. The number of injections, follow-up time, VA and CMT at last visit were recorded. Main end points were the change in VA, CMT and the correlation between the changes in VA and CMT.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 15.0. Visual acuity was converted to logMAR before analysis. Normality tests were applied to all measurement variables. Wilcoxon test was used for non-normally distributed variables to compare the means before and after treatment. Correlation between change in VA and CMT was tested using the Spearman’s Correlation Test. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Result
Total of 89 eyes of 89 patients were included in the study. Patients were subclassified in three groups according to the lesion type. The groups were similar in age, baseline VA and CMT. Descriptive data were given in Table 1. There were no differences between groups in age, baseline VA and baseline CMT (p>0.05).

Table 1. Descriptive data of the subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classic type</th>
<th>Mixt type</th>
<th>Occult type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients (n, %)</td>
<td>43 (48.3%)</td>
<td>9 (10.1%)</td>
<td>37 (41.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>72 (51-83)</td>
<td>74 (51-82)</td>
<td>73 (52-85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (n, %)</td>
<td>16 (37.2%)</td>
<td>4 (44.4%)</td>
<td>21 (56.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (n, %)</td>
<td>27 (62.8%)</td>
<td>5 (55.6%)</td>
<td>16 (43.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline VA (logMAR)</td>
<td>1 (0.2-2.3)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.4-1.3)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.1-2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline CMT (µm)</td>
<td>338 (119-797)</td>
<td>359 (188-451)</td>
<td>274 (173-637)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VA: visual acuity, logMAR: logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution values, CMT: central macular thickness

When all of the patients were evaluated, we found that VA decreased from 0.97 (0.1-2.3) logMAR to 0.83 (0.0-2.3) logMAR and CMT decreased from 319.3µm (119-797) to 253.9µm (92-571) significantly with treatment (p=0.005; <0.001, respectively). There was no correlation between the changes in VA and CMT (p=0.83).

In patients with classic type CNV, median values of VA and CMT was 1.0 (0.2-2.3) logMAR and 338µm (119-797), respectively, before treatment. The median number of injections was 3 (3-5) and patients were followed up for 7 (4-30) months (4-30). After treatment, the median values of VA and CMT was 0.7 (0.1-2.3) logMAR and 256µm (92-571), respectively. The median values of VA and CMT change was 0.2 (-1.0-1.1) logMAR and 69.8µm (-187-512), respectively and the changes were significant. (p=0.001, p=0.000, respectively) (Table 2). There was no correlation between the changes of VA and CMT (p=0.82).

In patients with mixt type CNV, median values of VA and CMT was 0.7 (0.4-1.3) logMAR and 359µm (188-451), respectively, before treatment. Three (3-4) intravitreal ranibizumab injections were applied and patients were followed up for 8 (4-19) months. After treatment, the median values of VA and CMT was 0.7 (0.1-1.3) logMAR and 220µm (164-310), respectively. The median values of VA and CMT change was 0.03 (-0.3-0.3) logMAR and 101.9µm (-1269), respectively. While there was a significant change in CMT (p=0.011), VA did not change significantly after treatment (p=0.60) (Table 2). There was no correlation between the changes of VA and CMT (p=0.30).

In patients with occult type CNV, median value of VA and CMT was 1.0 (0.1-2.0)logMAR and 274µm (173-637), respectively, before treatment. The median number of injections was 3 (3-8) and patients were followed up for 7 (4-21) months. After treatment, the median value of VA and CMT was 0.7 (0.0-2.3)logMAR and 225µm (153-530), respectively. The median value of VA and CMT change were 0.07 (1.6-0.8)logMAR and 51.5µm (-341-459), respectively. While there was a significant change in CMT (p<0.001), VA did not change significantly after treatment (p=0.20) (Table 2). There was a positive significant correlation between the changes of VA and CMT (p=0.03, r=0.35).

4. Discussion
The results of this retrospective study showed that intravitreal injections of ranibizumab are associated with increase in visual acuity and decrease in central macular thickness for the group as a whole. Subgroup analysis revealed that decrease in CMT was noted overall but VA increased only in the patients with classic type CNV. Gardner, Vujosevic and Parravano explained this finding by the duration of the macular disease (Gardner et al., 2002; Vujosevic et al., 2006; Parravano et al., 2010). They suggested that a prolonged intra-and/or subretinal edema could lead to persisting and irreversible damage to the photoreceptors that could influence the functional changes after treatment. Classic CNV leads to more rapid loss
of vision when compared with other types of neovascularization and be noticed sooner, the treatment begins earlier. As a result, more photoreceptors are protected. In contrary, Shin et al. (2011) suggested that classic CNV cause irreversible damage in the foveal photoreceptor layer more frequently than occult CNV, because classic CNV occupies subretinal space more extensively than occult CNV and occult lesions remain beneath the retina pigment epithelium (RPE) but they did not find a significant difference in VA and disrupted IS/OS (inner segment/outer segment of photoreceptor) length changes between classic and occult CNV.

In our study, while there were significant improvements in VA and CMT, no correlation was detected between the change in VA and CMT in the group of all patients. When we evaluated the subgroups, there was no correlation between the change in VA and CMT in the groups of classic and mix type CNV, on the other hand there was a positive significant correlation in the occult CNV group (r=0.35, p=0.03). As a similar result, Bhatnagar et al. (2007) found that ranibizumab therapy was associated with significant improvements in mean visual acuity and central macular thickness for the group of all patients but the change in visual acuity showed only a very small correlation with the change in central macular thickness (r=0.17). Shin et al. (2011) found that preservation of the IS/OS and external limiting membrane, thinner central macular thickness and shorter choroidal neovascularization height before treatment were associated with intact photoreceptor integrity after resolution of exudation. The findings of our study may be resulted from the difference of the subgroups in these parameters.
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